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From the clamshell electric razors and homemade lye depilatories used in colonial America to the
diode lasers and prescription pharmaceuticals on the market, Americans have used an astounding
array of tools to eliminate hair deemed unsightly, unnatural, or excessive. How so when does hair
turn into a problem— conservative estimates indicate that 99% of American women have tried hair
removal, and at least 85% regularly remove hair from their faces, armpits, hip and legs, and bikini
lines. That is true especially for women and girls;what makes some growth “excessive”? Who or
what separates the required from the superfluous? Visible hair development—In Plucked, historian
Rebecca Herzig addresses these questions about hair removal. Herzig’mutilation” practiced primarily
by “had become perceived as an indicator of political extremism, sexual deviance, or mental illness.
men, by the convert of the twentieth hundred years, hair-free of charge faces and limbs were
expected for females.  particularly on youthful, white women—savage” By the convert of the twenty-
first hundred years, more and more Americans were waxing, threading, shaving, or lasering
themselves soft. She shows how, over time, dominant American beliefs about visible hair
transformed: where once elective locks removal was regarded a “s extraordinary account also
reveals some of the collateral damages of the intensifying quest for hair-free skin.  Moving beyond
the encounters of particular patients or clients, Herzig describes the astonishing histories of race,
research, industry, and medication behind today's hair-removing equipment.Plucked is an unsettling,
gripping, and original tale of the lengths to which People in america will go to remove hair.
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It really is amazing the lengths people would go to for smooth skin Very interesting book. I am in the
skin care business and this provides me with interesting facts that I can pass on to my clients! It
really is amazing the lengths people would head to for smooth skin. Important stuff right here about
our weird cultural . Five Stars Mesmerizing Very interesting background of hair removal but rather
tedious in that area Very interesting history of hair removal but rather tedious in that area. While she
evaluations all strategies up to the present time, she seems to skim over electrolysis which is
definitely surprising. Mostly she describes unwanted effects but not the efficacy of the treatments.
She does a fine job describing why there is no real research going into this issue.I am so glad a
Rebecca Herzig didn't pay attention to her detractors and that she pursued writing this compelling
history of hair removal. S. Dermatologists and cosmetic researchers are seeking genetic engineering
techniques to remove nature’s hairs. Also, terrifying how they use locks removal as a
punishment...Contents:Launch: Necessary SufferingThe Hairless Indian: Savagery and Civility before
the Civil War“Chemicals of the Toilette”: From Homemade Remedies to a New Industrial
OrderBearded Females and Dog-Faced Men: Darwin’s Great Denudation“Smooth, White, Velvety
Pores and skin”: X-Ray Salons and Public MobilityGlandular Problems: Sex Hormones and Deviant
Hair GrowthUnshaven: “Arm-Pit Feminists” and Women’s Liberation“Washing the Basement”: Labor,
Pornography, and Brazilian WaxingMagic Bullets: Laser beam Regulation and Elective
Medication“The Next Frontier”: Genetic Enhancement and the finish of HairConclusion: WE ALL
HAVE BEEN PluckedAcknowledgments, Notes, IndexDisclosure: My Kindle edition was thanks to
New York University Press for review reasons. Important stuff right here about our weird cultural
fads linked to "scary" hair. While it isn't a complete, thorough study of every element of the history
of locks removal, it is short, concise and entertaining plenty of to appeal to a wide audience as well
as those who enjoy history texts.), I came across that Plucked: A History of Hair Removal handles
that topic pretty neatly in the 1st few chapters. Historian Rebecca Herzig after that progresses from
the mundane of how body locks was removed until modern times (waxing, tweezing, burning up), to
how and just why it's been removed for days gone by hundred years roughly. A scholarly but
readable elucidation of a topic you think you might like to know more about. Herzig describes early
20th hundred years x-ray remedies for removing locks from the face, a painful and largely
unregulated method. Radiation ended up being a less than optimal option to excess body locks, but
as the hundred years and research progressed, hormone therapy became another craze in
exfoliation. As fashions in clothes and hairlessness changed, laser skin treatment (also painful and
occasionally unsafe) emerged. As an English lit major, I have only in recent years "discovered" non-
fiction (for pure enjoyment) you start with Malcolm Gladwell.Herzig discusses attitudes, science,
marketing, the amount of money angle (doctors discovered that specializing in laser process was
more lucrative and less complicated than family practice, for instance). It creates some points you
wouldn't expect like native Americans were savages because that they had hairless faces while
bearded Europeans were more advanced, until Darwin suggested men were descended from apes
and Europeans shaved so these were further from apes."Plucked can be an academic appearance
at hair removal, but it's entirely readable and fascinating for an over-all reader. Plenty to ponder as
you tweeze your brows or go through the agony of a bikini wax.(Thanks to NetGalley for a digital
review copy.) fascinating Plucked: A History of Hair Removal by Rebecca M. Herzig is definitely a
highly recommended, fascinating look at the history of locks removal in the usa. A good browse,
but leaves you hanging as to which method is best currently. Plucked covers the various ways
people have removed undesirable body locks, with the main focus on the U. S.. Sometimes I felt it
had been written as a dissertation .. Simultaneously forced locks removal has been called torture
and misuse (like for the detainees at Guantánamo) throughout history. Plucked also covers the



changing cultural and cultural areas of locks removal.Plucked is well researched and well crafted. If
It Offends Thee Pluck It Out Expecting a history of the way the ancients eliminated their hair (you by
no means see the Ancient Romans or Mayans with beards, do you? Loved it! The Razor's Edge
Recall portraits viewed through the ages and the amount of hairiness associated with the faces and
bodies. Prisoners at Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp were forcibly shaved, a practice regarded a
torture. American Indians experienced braids but nary a beard, because of their clamshell razors.
Locks is a trait indigenous to mammals, but as time passes and influenced by lifestyle, its presence
or absence has been dependant on fashion. Covering hair removal practices over the past century,
Rebecca Herzig an interdisciplinary professor at Bates College in Maine, testimonials the rituals
practiced to remove unwanted body hair. House brewed depilatories made up of lye and various
other caustics were employed before lethal thallium entered the dishes. Recently the hairless motion
has focused on the female vanity calling for locks removal at the armpits, legs, face, pubic areas,
and any various other unwanted surface. To meet up these depilatory needs, cosmeticians
presented waxing, threading, shaving, electrolysis and laser treatments into the marketplace. I am
torn between a 2 and a 3 rating, A intersting book about hair-erasing A intersting reserve about hair-
erasing Loved it! The author laboriously researched the archives to reveal these unsightly hairs and
the marks caused by their removal, unfortunately while the content is definitely scholarly the reading
is definitely tedious. Too pluck or never to pluck; Apparently "men's magazines" made it more
popular for women to shave their hip and legs completely to the waist.The ancients have nothing on
us moderns for hair removal methods. She doesn't ignore men -- although they have just recently
begun maintaining body hair apart from facial recently, it's become almost a given that men will do
some "manscaping. And, maybe the invention of the security razor had something to do with it. For
ladies, hairy faces were never in style, but locks removal from the neck down appears to have
gotten a significant boost from having less nylons in WWII. that is the issue.. In the U.... today the
deliberate removal of body locks is normally a widespread practice that is taken for granted, but the
now seemingly typical and commonplace work of removing body locks to obtain smooth skin isn't a
good century old.. I saw an ad because of this reserve in The Atlantic and put it on my wish list. As
the 21st century dawned, Brazilian waxing became as common as tattoos and another painful
beauty routine was presented.. Plucked very much reads like a dissertation - by no means mind up
to 70 end notes per chapter (I quit on them - much too tedious). I've been more captivated by text
books. About as enjoyable mainly because pubic stubble. That is no Gladwell. In the end, I
succumbed to skimming just to get through it. This was a disappointment.
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